SURVIVOR®

RIGHT-ANGLE, ATEX RATED
FIREFIGHTER’S TORCH

Approved for Zone 0. The redesigned Survivor features a low-profile bezel
that doesn’t interfere with gear and equipment. Its spring-loaded clip securely
grabs onto gear, and the reinforced D-ring allows your light to hang forward.

Rubber dome push-button
switch easy to use with gloves

Specialized optic combines low
profile with strong performance
and a wide beam

Low-profile design doesn’t
interfere with gear and equipment

Interchangeable Smoke-Cutter®
plugs for preferred beam pattern:
• Black plug significantly reduces
peripheral light for a tighter beam
• Amber plug reduces peripheral light
and eye fatigue caused by glare

Rugged nylon polymer body is
virtually indestructible

DUAL POWER SOURCE:
Rechargeable lithium ion battery;
also accepts 4 “AA” alkaline or
lithium batteries

Strong spring-loaded clip
securely grabs onto belts and
gear; D-ring provides forward
hanging orientation

High, low, emergency flash and moonlight modes:
–– High for a super-bright beam that pierces through smoke: 41,000 candela;
175 lumens; 405m beam distance; runs 3.5 hours (lithium rech);
runs 8 hours (AA alkaline or AA lithium)
–– Low for bright light and longer run time: 14,000 candela; 60 lumens; 237m beam
distance; runs 10 hours (lithium rech); runs 20 hours (AA alkaline or AA lithium)
–– Flash for signaling: runs 5 hours
–– Moonlight mode provides low-level lighting for battery conservation: runs 15 days

FTZU 15 ATEX 0046X; IEC Ex FTZU 15.0029X
II 1G Ex ia op is IIB T3/T4 Ga; II 2G Ex ia op is IIC T3/T4 Gb
INMETRO: DNV 16.0014X; Ex ia op is IIB T3/T4 Ga; Ex ia op is T3/T4 Gb
IP66 rated design; dust tight and water resistant; 2 meter impact resistance tested
17.92 cm; 388g (with lithium rechargeable or AA alkaline); 354g (with AA lithium)

Optimized electronics provide regulated intensity

Limited Lifetime Warranty
Visit streamlight.com for full warranty information

Unbreakable polycarbonate lens with silicone anti-scratch coating is assembled in a
heavy-duty bezel

See reverse for item numbers
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90562

Survivor - 230V AC/12V DC cords (ATEX/IECEX) - Orange

90580

Survivor - 230V AC/12V DC cords (INMETRO) - Orange

90563

Survivor - 240V AC/12V DC cords (ATEX/IECEX) - Orange

90564

Survivor - 100V AC/12V DC cords (ATEX/IECEX) - Orange

90565

Survivor - 12V DC Fast Charge (ATEX/IECEX) - Orange

90566

Survivor - (WITHOUT CHARGER) (ATEX/IECEX) - Orange

90581

Survivor - (WITHOUT CHARGER) (INMETRO) - Orange

90567

Survivor - Alkaline Model (ATEX/IECEX) - Orange

90582

Survivor - Alkaline Model (INMETRO) - Orange

90316

Lithium Ion Battery Pack
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